of our times but there has none
come yet and don't know how soon
or long before it will come. I think
if he could go some where so he
could get suitable attendance he
got a long but as long as he stays
hear he will not git well. I am
afraid for the Dr. here would just
as live a man would die as not there
has one man die since we have been
hear. Perhaps you would like to know
what is the matter of him but I
can not tell you for I don't know
and he says he don't know either
only he is very weak he says
that he is not in much pain nor
he does not have much fever.
D.D Webester and myself does do
all we can for him but he thinks
that he will not live to go home
so he wanted me to write to you
and tell you just how it is if
he does not live he wants me to